Springer Nature is a leading academic and educational publisher serving the needs of researchers, students, teachers and professionals around the world. It is Springer Nature’s mission to help the community to discover, learn and achieve more. We serve this cause by making knowledge accessible across our three business areas of Research, Education and Professional.
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**ABOUT SPRINGER NATURE GROUP**

- Formed in 2015 through the merger of Macmillan Science & Education and Springer Science+Business Media.
- Main shareholders: Holtzbrinck Publishing Group, BC Partners.
- Around 13,000 employees, with offices in more than 50 countries.
- Globally operated, registered office in Berlin, Germany.

**REVENUE SPLIT BY DIVISION**

- 72%: Research
- 15%: Education
- 13%: Professional

**RESEARCH**

Advancing Discovery

Publishing robust and insightful research, supporting the development of new areas of knowledge and making ideas and information accessible around the world. Renowned brands, including Nature Research, offer additional value.

**EDUCATION**

Advancing Learning

Supporting students, teachers and institutions by providing high quality content for language learning, schools and international curriculum and higher education.

**PROFESSIONAL**

Advancing Achievement

Delivering information, publications and services for professionals in medicine, engineering, technology, business, automotive, transport and road safety education.
**ADVANCING DISCOVERY IN RESEARCH PUBLISHING**

Springer Nature advances discovery by publishing, and curating, high quality robust and insightful research, supporting the development of new areas of knowledge and making ideas and information accessible around the world.

---

**Serving the community**

Springer Nature is at the forefront of high quality research curation and dissemination. We are committed to supporting the research and scholarly communities by helping authors to share their discoveries and enabling researchers to find, access and understand the work of others.

- 1 million submissions a year
- Around 300,000 articles published per year in a portfolio of almost 3,000 journals and 13,000 books
- 700,000+ peer reviewers in our network
- Author satisfaction at Springer Nature rated 4.4 out of 5
- Largest scientific job website Nature Careers and valuable training opportunities with Nature Masterclasses
- Award-winning journalistic content that brings research to a broad audience, i.e. with *Scientific American*
- As the publisher of *Nature* we are curating and publishing some of the world’s leading scientific discoveries

---

**Opening up research**

Springer Nature encourages data sharing and offers different research data policy types and a dedicated research data support service. We are driving the transition to Open Access with the goal of making research as visible and easy to discover as possible.

- Overall almost 30% of our content is published immediately (gold) open access (OA)
- 700+ fully OA journals
- 2,000+ hybrid journals with OA option
- 93,000+ OA articles
- 700+ OA books
- 7m+ views of research articles using sharing tool SN SharedIt
- Our new service In Review opens up the submission, review and editorial process for authors and allows for early sharing

---

**Leader in academic book publishing**

Springer Nature is the leader in academic book publishing and pioneers in digital book publishing. We were the first to offer all our books in electronic format and published our first machine generated book in 2019.

- Strong legacy and excellent reputation with brands like J.B. Metzler (est. 1682), Springer (est. 1842) and Palgrave Macmillan (est. 1843)
- Books across all research areas from science, technology and medicine to the humanities and social sciences
- 13,000 new books each year and more than 300,000 books available to readers in Springer’s web shop and on our content platforms
- Springer Book Archives with more than 120,000 books published since 1842
- 66+ million users accessed SN books via Springer Link in 2018

---

**Addressing the Sustainable Development Goals**

Springer Nature works closely with a large global community of academic researchers and educators who, through their work, want to leave the world better than they found it. We are committed to supporting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals by:

- Addressing grand challenges: with a range of new publications and a dedicated portal we are supporting the UN by curating and disseminating some of the most important research that impacts these goals
- Championing diversity and inclusion: we recognise the need for greater diversity and inclusion in our own workplaces, and in the research community whose content we publish
- Reducing our environmental footprint: we apply a responsible paper sourcing policy, and from 2017 to 2018 reduced our (net) carbon emissions by 18%

---
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